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Otoscope with Camera for Ear Cleaning Xlife Q3 (Yellow)
Meet the Xlife Q3 otoscope - an innovative tool for ear care and cleaning that combines reliability, safety, and exceptional quality. Thanks
to its thoughtful design, ear cleaning for children becomes easier and more precise than ever before. See what Xlife can offer you! 
 
Safety and Comfort
With its  high resolution,  the Xlife Q3 otoscope not only guarantees exceptionally  sharp images but also ensures safe and comfortable
use.  Moreover,  the  cold  light  illuminates  the  ear  canal  without  causing glare.  The image generated by  the  device  is  stable  and clear,
allowing you to easily spot every detail. This makes ear cleaning much simpler and more precise. Its operation is controlled by a single
button. 
 
Comfort and Precision
The gentle ear sticks included with the otoscope are specially designed to not scratch or irritate the inner ear skin. This means that ear
cleaning is now more comfortable than ever before. Furthermore, the device is equipped with a 30 mAh battery, ensuring operation for
up to 45 minutes. Don't worry when its energy runs out - you can recharge it using the USB port and the cable included in the set. In
addition, the otoscope is suitable for cleaning children's ears, as a cartoon lion is placed on the handle. This pleasant addition makes ear
cleaning fun, even for the youngest children.
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Included in the Set
Q3 otoscope
metal and silicone ear sticks x3
soft ear sticks x3
storage box
charging cable
 
ManufacturerXlifeModelQ3Pixel  Count  8 megapixelsRange10-50 mmLens Aperture 3.5 mmImage Transmission Speed 20 fpsBattery 30
mAhOperating Time45 minCharging Time 45 minInput Current DC 5V=0.5AGyroscope 3-axis Network Standard IEEE 802.11 b/gOperating
Temperature-10 ~ 45°CWeight25 gOperating Frequency2.4 GHz

Price:

€ 28.50
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